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Features
Affordable safety solution consisting of the LonerPortalTM
web monitoring application and BlackLine GPSTM mobile
worker safety devices
Compatible with BlackLine’s LonerGPSTM device and
LonerMobileTM application for BlackBerry® smartphones
Web-hosted - no software installation or maintenance
Alert banner with visual and audible alert indications
Email and text message mobile alerting and notification
Supports multiple teams with cross-team monitoring
Call-out list escalates monitoring if alerts are not
addressed within a configurable amount of time
Provides quick access to mobile worker locations

We all think about the safety personnel who are at times
working alone in the field.
LonerPortalTM from BlackLine GPSTM is an enterprise-class
web application that enables employers to diligently monitor
the safety of mobile personnel. LonerPortal is compatible
with BlackLine’s LonerGPSTM dedicated worker safety
device and BlackLine’s LonerMobile safety application for
BlackBerry smartphones.
Designed for the safety stakeholders in organizations,
LonerPortal provides the tools required to deploy devices to
mobile personnel and monitor their safety.
If a mobile worker is in distress, stops moving (LonerGPS),
or misses a check-in (LonerMobile), LonerPortal
communicates the alert event to safety monitoring staff in
two ways:
1. LonerPortal incorporates a visual and audible alarm
banner that annunciates safety alerts in real-time.
Monitoring staff who are responsible for the mobile
worker’s safety can instantly respond to the mobile
worker’s needs.

2. An alert call-out list feature programs LonerPortal’s
alerting engine to contact safety monitoring personnel
through email and text message. If situation is not
addressed and the alert reset within a configurable time,
the alert progresses through a call-out list and notifies
other individuals.
In order to provide efficient emergency response when
needed, LonerPortal provides a convenient tracking page
that allows monitoring staff to locate the mobile worker and
coordinate assistance efforts.
LonerPortal features cross-team sharing features that
allows safety monitoring personnel from multiple teams to
provide additional assistance when necessary. Mobile
worker’s safety devices can be shared from one team to
another. This ensures that worker’s location is available in
a broader perspective to provide effective response to
emergency situations.

About BlackLine GPS: We engineer solutions that combine
wireless technology and GPS to protect people, increase locationbased awareness, and provide convenient interfaces to
geographically connect people together. BlackLine GPS Is a
member of the BlackBerry ISV Alliance.

www.blacklinegps.com
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Benefits

LonerGPS dedicated safety
device

See where your mobile workers are located
Mobilize resources more effectively in time of
emergency
Improve your mobile worker safety
Reduce mobile workers’ anxiety about safety
Easy to deploy and configure
Minimal training required for monitoring personnel
Raise employer safety awareness
Compatible with BlackLine GPSTM LonerMobileTM mobile
monitoring software
Web-based interface means that mobile worker safety
can be monitored from virtually anywhere

LonerMobile safety application
for BlackBerry screenshots

LonerPortal web monitoring screenshots

Specifications
Computer minimum requirements
PC: Pentium IV 2 1.5 GHz, 1 Gbyte RAM (2 Gbyte
recommended)
Browser: Internet Explorer v7+, Mozilla Firefox v2+,

Device list
Quickly navigate the devices available on the LonerPortal
account and those shared to the account from other teams.
Interact with any device. See any devices that are in alert.

BlackLine GPS mobile solutions
LonerGPS dedicated safety device
LonerMobile safety application for GPS-enabled
BlackBerry smartphones

GPS tracking
Track LonerGPS devices in real time and through a
configurable scheduler
Track LonerMobile devices using LonerMobile locationpublishing

Mobile alerting
Alerting method: email and text message (SMS)
LonerGPS: no-motion, emergency button, no-GPS
location, and network time-out,
LonerMobile: Missed check-in, emergency hotkey, and
network time-out
Mobile notification
LonerGPS: Low-battery, log-on, and log-off
LonerMobile: Low-battery, log-on, and log-off

Call-out list and alerting
Easy configuration of safety monitoring members in the callout list. Alerts are sent initially to the prime safety
monitoring resource. Configurable timers escalate
unaddressed alerts to other safety monitoring contacts for
response.
Event history
All events are stored within LonerPortal’s event history

Contact your authorized BlackLine GPS Dealer

Contact BlackLine GPS
For further details about LonerPortal,
please contact us today.
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Email: sales@blacklinegps.com
Phone: +1-866-859-4118
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